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Achieve a sun-kissed complexion all year
round with this ultra-chic new sun glow powder
compact from Sisley. Available in Golden Peach
and Honey Cinnamon, both have three natural
shades which blend seamlessly and create
a radiant, healthy glow. The light shade
brings luminosity, the dark shade deﬁnes
the face and the blush provides a ﬁnal
radiance boost. Together, the pure colour
captures light to enhance tanned skin or
add a subtle warmth to fairer skin. The
ﬁnish is even, matte and super glowy.
Phyto-Touche Sun Glow Powder,
£71, www.sisley-paris.com
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We asked Charlotte Howe, owner and
stylist at Simply Hair what her go-to
hair product is

“It would without a doubt have to be
Matrix Total Results Colour Obsessed
So Silver Shampoo. It’s ideal for
blondes who are in need of an at-home
toning with a good purple shampoo.
I swear by it. It’s also great for use
on holiday when the sun starts to
change the colour of your hair.” –
Charlotte Howe
Simply Hair
37a High Street, Soham, CB7 5HA |
Tel: 01353 721711
14 Oxford Street, Exning, CB8 7EW |
Tel: 01638 578334

BEST BEAUTY BUY

Make-up artist at Cambridge’s Beauty Bar UK,
Kelly Mackay tells us about her favourite new beauty buy

“My most recent new beauty buy has been alpha-h liquid gold
glycolic toner. This formula accelerates the renewal and repair
process of your skin, making it ideal for dehydrated or blemished
skin and even those unwanted ﬁne lines. It mimics the skin’s
elastin and collagen, whilst penetrating the pores to eradicate
bacteria which can cause spots. The resurfacing action also
diminishes acne scars and pigmentation making skin look more
toned and radiant. I have been using this product for 3 weeks
and have noticed a visible improvement in the clarity of my skin.
I apply it three nights a week. Scars from blemishes have begun
to fade, spots have vanished and my skin generally looks and
feels fresher. It does leave my skin feeling a little dry but this is
easily combatted with a good moisturiser.” – Kelly Mackay
Beauty Bar UK, Cambridge
www.thebeautybaruk.com
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